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1. 다음 글의 밑줄 친 부분 중 어법상 어색한 것은, ?1) 리딩파워 강 [ 5 ]

 An oilman, Calouste Guibenkian, accumulated a fabulous art collection ①which called the works 'my 
children.' Mostly ignoring his flesh-and-blood son and daughter, he lived to serve his art. ②Claiming that 
'my children must have privacy' and a 'a home fit for Gulbenkians to live in,' he built a mansion in Paris 
with barricades, watchdogs and a private secret service. He routinely refused requests to loan his art to 
museums, and did not allow visitors, since 'my children mustn't ③be disturbed.' But even this extreme of a 
collector who prefers art to people   ④shows the importance of the social role of collecting, since 
Gulbenkian simply treated artworks as if they were people. And, when Gulbenkian left his collection to found 
a museum in Lisbon upon his death in 1955, he showed that he cared about people after all just not ― ⑤the 
ones he happened to know.

① ⓐ      ② ⓑ      ③ ⓒ      ④ ⓓ      ⑤ ⓔ

2. 다음 글의 밑줄 친 ~ⓐ ⓔ 중 어법상 어색한 것끼리 짝지어진 것은 , ?2) 리딩파워 강 [ 6 ]

 Qat is an evergreen shrub that grows over a very large area of Africa ⓐextending from South Africa to 
Ethiopia. Qat is used as a mild stimulant, similar to tea or coffee. Qat is an integral part of culture in 
contemporary Yemen, ⓑwhich qat houses abound. In these establishments, men consume coffee, tobacco, 
and qat, and they are one of the most important social forums for Yemenis. Although the market for qat is 
currently limited to East Africa and parts of Arabia, on a local scale ⓒtheir cultivation and production is big 
business, and provides employment for hundreds of thousands in Somalia and elsewhere. The use of qat 
first came to the attention of Europeans toward the end of the 17th century, but unlike other exotic 
stimulants ⓓknown at the time (such as tea, coffee, and chocolate), it never became popular. This ⓔmay 
have been partly because the stimulating effects of the leaves begin to fade within 48 hours.

, ① ⓐ ⓑ , ② ⓑ ⓒ , ③ ⓒ ⓓ
, ④ ⓓ ⓔ , ⑤ ⓐ ⓔ

3. 다음 글의 밑줄 친 부분 중 글의 논리적 전개상 어색한 문장은 어법문제가 아니라 내용 전개 문제임, ? ( )※ 3) 리딩 [
파워 강9 ]

 Technology has made it possible to manipulate foods' sensory properties to make them sweeter or saltier 
or richer tasting or more colorful at will. Thus ⓐtechnology has fully separated the tastiness of foods from 
their nutritional worth. ⓑIn addition, current technology creates notorious hazards for energy perception. ⓒ
The fat content of many processed foods is clearly evident from either the appearance of the food, its feel 
and taste, or from the packaging and shape of the item. ⓓThe energy content of a variety of similar-tasting 
foods can vary considerably. ⓔAnd the array of such processed food products, made tasty by the addition 
of fat, sugar, and salt, is vast. This means that by following their food preferences eating a variety of tasty ―
foods--people are no longer assured that they will get a nutritionally adequate diet.

① ⓐ      ② ⓑ      ③ ⓒ      ④ ⓓ      ⑤ ⓔ
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4. 다음 글의 밑줄 친 부분 중 글의 논리적 전개상 어색한 문장은 어법문제가 아니라 내용 전개 문제임, ? ( )※ 4) 리딩 [
파워 강10 ]

 In science, we can never really prove that a theory is true. ⓐAll we can do in science is use evidence to 
reject a hypothesis. ⓑExperiments never directly prove that a theory is right; ⓒall they can do is provide 
indirect support by rejecting all the other theories until only one likely theory remains. For example, 
sometimes you hear people say things like 'evolution is only a theory: science has never proved it.' ⓓWell, 
that's true, but only in the sense that science never proves that any theory is positively true. ⓔBut the 
theory of evolution has rejected an enormous amount of convincing data proving that other competing 
theories are false. So though it hasn't been proved, overwhelmingly, evolution is the best theory that we 
have to explain the data we have.

① ⓐ      ② ⓑ      ③ ⓒ      ④ ⓓ      ⑤ ⓔ

5. 다음 글의 흐름으로 보아 주어진 문장이 들어가기에 가장 적절한 곳은, ?5) 리딩파워 강 [ 6 ]

 One problem with harvesting teak is that the wood is very dense, so that when it is first felled and has 
not been dried it sinks in water.

 Teak is among the most prized of the tropical hardwoods. (A) It is native to India, Thailand, the Vietnam. 
(B) It is a leaf-losing species that requires an annual dry season, so it is not found in the true rainforests. 
(C) The wood to teak if particularly attractive, having a golden or reddish brown color. (D) Teak is strong, 
making it a valued wood in shipbuilding and for high-quality furniture. (E) It cannot be moved out of forests 
by floating down rivers unless the wood has been dried first.

A      B      C      D      E① ② ③ ④ ⑤ 

6. 다음 글의 괄호 에서 문맥에 맞는 낱말로 가장 적절한 것은(A), (B), (C) ?6) 리딩파워 강 [ 6 ]

 At a time when respectable women didn't walk the streets of London (A)[accompanied / unaccompanied], 
Mary Kingsley (1862-1900) was exploring remote parts of west Africa alone. After the death of family 
members she had ben obliged to look after, Kingsley was free to travel at the age of 30. In Africa, she 
canoed up the Ogooué River and pioneered a route to the summit of Mount Cameroon, which has never 
been attempted by a European. She became the first European to (B)[enter / escape] remote parts of 
Gabon and made extensive collections of freshwater fish on behalf of the British Museum. In the 
controversial book, Travels in West Africa, Mary expressed her (C)[devotion / opposition] to European 
imperialism and championed the rights of indigenous people. The moleskin hat she wore throughout her 
travels is often on display at the Royal Geographical Society.

       (A)                 (B)         (C)
accompanied① enter opposition
accompanied② escape devotion
unaccompanied③ enter opposition
unaccompanied④ escape devotion
accompanied⑤ enter devotion
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7. 다음 글의 밑줄 친 전치사의 쓰임이 어색한 것은?7) 리딩파워 강 [ 10 ]

 Christopher Wakling's What I Did is narrated by a six-year-old boy. The story opens ⓐwith the boy sitting 
on the stairs at home, shoes in his hands, while his father shouts at him for taking so long to come down 
because they are ⓑon their way out to the park. What we discover, ⓒby being immersed inside the boy's 
head, is that he is taking his time not to annoy his father but because he is in the process of conducting 
an intricate scientific experiment about how friction operates to prevent his backside ⓓwithout sliding down 
the stairs. It made me laugh, but it also gave me an insight into my own four-year-old son. I suddenly 
understood that many of his infuriating habits such as pouring his drinks from one glass ― ⓔinto another 
and back again, often making a huge mess--could well be similar experiments that I should probably 
encourage rather than quash. The novel helped me recognize that I was not making enough effort to 
discover what was going on in his mind.

① ⓐ      ② ⓑ      ③ ⓒ      ④ ⓓ      ⑤ ⓔ

8. 다음 글의 빈칸 에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것은(A), (B) ?8) 리딩파워 강 [ 10 ]

 Too often we notice that a sister, brother, parent, or child is particularly good at showing empathy, is 
exceedingly honest, is extremely fair, or shows a great deal of integrity, but we don't mention what we are 
observing out loud. You may have noticed that your children seem far more comfortable with being sarcastic 
or insulting one another. Giving compliments often feels more awkward than offering "constructive criticism." 
(A)_________________, when we share the good that we see, we let out children or our partner know that 
we have recognized their strengths. (B)_____________, by acknowledging that each person brings different 
strengths to the family unit, we can learn from one another and work as a team.

     (A)                      (B)
Moreover① Nevertheless
However② Also
Thus③ Similarly
However④ Nevertheless
Moreover⑤ Similarly

9. 다음 글의 밑줄 친 부분 중 어법상 어색한 것은, ?9) 리딩파워 강 [ 10 ]

 The inescapable conclusion from analyzing thousands of, personal-best leadership experiences  ⓐthat 
everyone has a story to tell. And these stories are much more similar in terms of actions, behaviors, and 
processes ⓑthat they are different. The data clearly challenge the myths that leadership is something 
reserved for only a handful of charismatic men and women. The notion ⓒthat there are only a few great 
people who can lead others to greatness is just plain wrong. The truth is, leadership is an identifiable set 
of skills and abilities ⓓthat are available to anyone. It is because there are so many leaders not so few― ―ⓔ
that extraordinary things get done on a regular basis in organizations, especially in times of great 
uncertainty.

① ⓐ      ② ⓑ      ③ ⓒ      ④ ⓓ      ⑤ ⓔ
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10. 다음 글의 빈칸 에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것은(A), (B) ?10) 리딩파워 강 [ 11 ]

 A number of species can compare (A)______________ quantities with some degree of (B)______________. The 
primatologist Duane Rumbaugh and his colleagues showed chimpanzees two trays of chocolate chips, of which 
they could choose only one. Each tray contained two piles of chocolate chips. For example, one tray might 
contain a three-chip pile and a four-chip pile, while the other tray might contain a seven-chip pile and a 
two-chip pile. Chimpanzees like chocolate chips, and thus they were faced with the problem of determining 
which tray had more chips on it. In order to solve this problem, the chimpanzees needed to first sum the 
two piles that appeared on each tray, and then work out which of the two trays had the larger number of 
chips. Although chimpanzees hesitated for a moment when the overall number of chips on each tray were 
very similar, they were generally highly accurate at choosing the tray which had the larger number of chips.

     (A)                     (B)
limited① frequency
calculating② dependence
exact③ intelligence
physical④ tendency
numerical⑤ accuracy

11. 다음 글의 흐름상 밑줄 친 곳에 주어진 철자로 시작하는 한 단어를 의 개수에 맞게 쓰시오, [ ] . (답안 시에는 주
어진 철자 를 포함하여 쓸 것a )11) 리딩파워 강 [ 5 ]

 I once had an interview with a man for a position with a client of mine. I came away from the interview 
thinking that he was probably the worst interviewee I had seen in months. The next day the executive 
search agent who had set up the interview called for my response, and I told him that I wasn't interested 
in pursuing the matter further. He expressed great surprise, "When I talked with the applicant he was 
jubilant. He felt that he had come across well and that you had been very favorably impressed!" All that 
applicant did was to delude himself and build himself up for a great letdown. He had apparently made some 
very basic erroneous.    a[  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ] about me and my reaction. And he had walked 
away from the interview thinking that he was very close to receiving a job offer.

a[  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ] 

12. 다음 글의 밑줄 친 에서 잘못된 부분을 바르게 고쳐 쓰시오 답안지에는 잘못된 부분을 고쳐 밑줄 (A), (B), (C) . ( , 
친 부분 전체를 쓸 것.)12) 리딩파워 강 [ 5 ]

 It was lunchtime, and a group of us were picnicking with out kids. Three-year-old Jack was having a 
tantrum in front of his father. (A)His dad picked him up, held his arms pressing against his body so he 
couldn't wiggle around, put his face close to the toddler's, and said, "Now tell me what you want. Don't 
whine or hit, just tell me, and then I can help you." Jack was pouty for another moment; then he said, "I'm 
very hungry, Daddy, and I don't want any of those things for lunch." Having witnessed this episode, Marsha 
later asked Jack's dad (B)if he knew that the youngster had wanted. "Of course," he said. But I wanted him 
to tell me. I say all the time to him, 'Use your words.' (C)So is my wife, but she means, 'Don't whine.' I 
mean, 'Explain what you want."
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(A) _____________________________________________________
(B) _____________________________________________________
(C) _____________________________________________________

13. 다음 글의 밑줄 친 단어를 아래 우리말에 맞도록 알맞게 배열하시오 필요하면 단어를 변형하되 답안지에는 밑. ( , 
줄 친 부분만 쓸 것)13) 리딩파워 강 [ 11 ]

 Think of the people who left Europe in the nineteenth century or Asia in the twentieth century to start a 
new life in the United States. At the outset of their journeys, few immigrants could have foretold exactly 
when and how they would achieve  economic success in the new world, yet they set out for the "land of 
opportunity" nevertheless. More than that, many of them willingly accepted great hardship during the journey 
itself. The important point is that the commitment to e a pioneer precedes an exact calculation of financial 
gain. A company (up / the / around / that / numbers / to / add/ for / wait) will be left flat-footed in the 
race to the future. Without a clear-eyed view of the ultimate prize, a company is all to likely to abandon 
the race when unexpected hazards are encountered en route.

재무지표가 늘기를 빈둥거리며 기다리는 회사 
A company (up / the / around / that / numbers / to / add / for wait)

__________________________________________________________
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정답

1) ①
2) ②
3) ③
4) ⑤
5) ⑤
6) ③
7) ④
8) ②
9) ②
10) ⑤
11) assumptions
12) (A) His dad picked him up, held his arms pressed against his body
    (B) if he knew what the youngster had wanted
13) that waits around for the numbers to add up


